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The notion of maximal ordered fields was first introduced in [2] and [3] by the
authors. The existence and the uniqueness for a given rank were mainly discussed
there.
In this paper, we say that K is a maximal extension of an ordered field F iϊψκ/F is
bijective and K is a maximal ordered field. The aim of this paper is to develope
serveral basic properties of maximal extensions. Namely, for maximal extensions
KJFi (i= 1, 2) and a given isomorphism σ: Fί~F2 as ordered fields, there exists an
extension σ'\ Kί~K2
of σ; we also show that there can be infinitely many such
extensions. Moreover we show that, for any extension K/F^ such that K is a
maximal ordered field, there exists an F^embedding Kί->K.
§1.

Maximal extensions

For an ordered field F, Ao: = A(F, Q) = {aeF; \a\ < b for some beQ} is the finest
valuation ring, that is, every convex valuation ring of F is a localization of Ao and
conversely. The set %>(F) of all convex valuation rings of F is a totally ordered set
under the inclusion relation. Let G o be the value group of the finest valuation
defined by Ao. It is clear that %>(F) is isomorphic to the set J f(F) of all convex
subgroups of G o as totally ordered sets. If K/F is an extension of ordered fields, we
have a surjection φκ/p: <g(K)^<g(F) defined by φ{B^ = B^F, B^iK)
(cf. [2], §1). A
pair (A, B) of subsets of F is called a cut of F if A(jB = F and a < b for any aeA and
beB, where A or B may be an empty set. It follows from [1], Theorem 1.2, that if F is
real closed, then there is a one to one correspondence between the set of all cuts of F
and the set of all orderings of F(x), where F{x)/F is a simple transcendental
extension. For a subset C of F and an element a of F, we write C < a if c < a for any
ceC. We say that K is a maximal ordered field iϊψL/κ is not bijective for any proper
extension L/K of ordered fields (cf. [3], Definition 2.1).
DEFINITION 1.1. For an ordered field F, let K/F be an extension of ordered
fields. When K is a maximal ordered field and φκ/F is bijective, we say that K is a
maximal extension of F.
For any ordered field F, there exists a maximal extension of F by [3], Theorem
3.3.
LEMMA 1.2.

Let Fbea real closed field and Kbe a maximal extension ofF. Let
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F(x)/F be a simple transcendental extension of ordered fields such that φF(XyF is
bijective. Let Gκ (resp. GF) be the value group of the finest valuation ofK(resp. F); we
suppose that GF is a subgroup ofGκ. IfGF = Gκ, then there exists oceK\F such that the
isomorphism F(x) c* F(OL) C K, sending x to α, is an order preserving isomorphism.
PROOF. We put A = {aeF; a<xin F(x)} and B = {beF; x<b inF(jc)}; then (A,
B) is the cut of F which corresponds to the ordering σ of F(x). We first show that
there exists an element α of K satisfying A < cc < B.
If not, then (Aκ, Bκ) is a cut ofX, where Aκ = {a'eK; a'^aϊor some aeA} and
Bκ = {b'eK; b^V for some beB). Since K is real closed by [3], Proposition 2.3, we
can take the ordering τ of the simple transcendental extension K(x)/K which
corresponds to the cut (Aκ, Bκ); it is easy to see that τ is an extension of σ (cf. [1],
Theorem 1.2). Let GK(X) (resp. GF(X)) be the value group of the finest valuation of K(x)
(resp. F(x)) here we suppose that GF = GκaGF(X)aGK(X).
The group Gκ is
isomorphic to a Hahn product H(Γ) for some totally ordered set Γ by [3],
Proposition 2.4. Since φF(x)/F is bijective and GF coincides with Gκ, we see GF — GF(X).
On the other hand, the maximality of the ordered field K implies Gκ φ GK{X). Let v be
the finest valuation with the value group GK{X). By applying the similar argument to
the proof of [1], Lemma 2.2, we can show that there exists an element b of K such
that v(x — b)eGK(x)\Gκ. We can also show that there exists aeF such that 0 < |x — a\
<\x — b\. In fact, if x > b, then beAκ and b < a for some ae A. Therefore we have 0 < x
— a<x — b. If x<b, then we have x — b<x — a<0 for some aeB. Since v is
compatible with τ and v(x — b)φGκ = GF(X)9 we have v(x — a)>v(x — b). This shows
that v(x — b) = v{x — a — (x — b)) = v(b — a)eGκ, a contradiction. Therefore A<oc<B
for some oceK. It is clear that α is transcendental over F, and we can see that the Fisomorphism F(x)->F(α), sending x to α, is an order preserving isomorphism by [1],
Corollary 1.7,(1).
Q.E.D.
A divisible ordered group can be embedded in the Hahn product determined
by its skeleton (cf. [4], A, Theoreme 2). However, the embedding map is not
determined uniquely. For the convenience of readers, we first give the following
lemma concerning the above embedding.
LEMMA 1.3. Let G cz G'be divisible ordered groups and let φ be the map from the
set of convex subgroups ofG' to that ofG (cf [3], §1). Suppose that φ is bijective. Let
(Rt) and (R'i), ieΓ be skeletons ofG and G' respectively. Then for a given embedding G
we can find an embedding G'^HR'ί so that the following diagram

G
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is commutative. (The map H/^-^tLRJ is the embedding induced by the canonical
embeddings Λf—>ΛJ .)
PROOF. For each ίeΓ, R{. = HJHf and R'-^H'^H'^ are isomorphic to
subgroups of R. Here H( (resp. H[) is a non-zero principal convex subgroup of G
(resp. G') and Hf (resp. (//•)*) is a maximal convex subgroup properly contained in
Ht (resp. H't) and Hfi(]G = Hi, (H'i)*()G = Hf.
Now let F be a vector space over a field X and S be a non-empty set of
subspaces of V. There exists a mapping 7 from S to the set of subspaces of Fsatisfying
the following properties (cf. [4], A, Lemme).
(1)

for any

V=W®y(W)

(2) lΐW1^W2

in

WeS.

S,y(Wί)^y(W2).

The embedding G->FLRf is given as follows. G is a vector space over Q. Let S be
the set of all convex subgroups of G and y be a map defined on S which satisfies the
above two properties. We denote by λt the composition of the projection G
= Hi®y(Hi)->Hi and the canonical homomorphism ff i -»iί i /(iί ί )* = Λί. The
embedding G-+ILR, is defined by sending xeG to (^(x)), ieΓ.
We put 5^ = {L®y(if); L is a convex subgroup of G', H = L f)G}. There exists yx
defined on S x which satisfies the properties (1) and (2). Let S' be the set of all convex
subgroups of G'. For LeSf and H = LC)GeS,we have G = LΘy(ίOΦyi(^θyW) W e
define / on S' by /(L) = y(H)®y1(Lφy(ί0). Then G' = L Θ / ( ί ) for any LeS'. For
convex subgroups Land L of G', we suppose Lc=L'. Then H = Lf)GaH' = L'f)G9
and y(#)c:GciL'Θy(/Γ); therefore L®y(if)czL'0y(iί') Hence we have γ'{L)
=>y'(L'). We have seen that y' satisfies the properties (1) and (2). Clearly it also
satisfies the following property (3).
(3)

For any LeS\ y\L) ID y(H) where

H = LftGeS.

We now apply the embedding theorem to G' by using y'. We put
A;-: G' =
By (3) the restriction of the projection G'-^HJ- to G coincides with the projection G
-+Hh and so the following diagram commutes.

1
G

i

J
—»

Thus the assertion is proved.

if/

—

H;I(H;T=R[
Q.E.D.
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THEOREM 1.4. Let Kλ and K2 be maximal extensions of ordered fields F\ and
F2 respectively. IfF1 is isomorphic to F2 as ordered fields, then there exists an order
preserving isomorphism Kί-+K2 which is an extension of the isomorphism F1->F2.
PROOF. It is sufficient to show that if F1 = F2 = F, then there exists an order
preserving F-isomorphism K1-+K2. We consider the set 5 = {(L,/); FczL<=K l 5 /is
an order preserving F-injection L-»K 2 }. For {Lx,fx\ (L 2 ,/ 2 )eS, we write (L^/i)
^(L 2 ,/ 2 ) if L1 <=L2 and/ 2 |Li =fv Then S is an inductive set. By Zorn's lemma, we
can find a maximal element (L o ,/) of S. Let Mx (resp. M2) be the algebraic closure of
L o (resp./(L0)) in K1 (resp. K2); then Mί (resp. M 2 ) is a real closure of L o (resp./(L0)).
Then, since/can be extended to Mί ->M 2 , we have L o = M x ; this implies that L o is
real closed. Let vx (resp. ι?2) be the finest valuation oϊK1 (resp. K2). We denote by Gί
(resp. G 2 ) the value group of vί (resp. ι;2). Let G o be the value group of the finest
valuation of L o and G o ' be that of/(L0). We may assume that G o <= G1 and G o ' cz G 2 .
First we show that G0 = G1. Suppose to the contrary that GQφGv Take αe Kx
so that v1(<x)eG1\G0 and α >0. Then we have a cut of G o determined by v1 (α). We
claim that there exists an element 0<βeK2\f(L0)
such that the cut of G'o
determined by ι;2 (j?) is the same as the cut by υx (α) (here we identify G'o with G o ). The
claim is proved as follows.
For a totally ordered set Γ, we denote by H(Γ) the Hahn product H i ^ , ieΓ,
where each R[ is a copy of R. By [3], Proposition 2.4, G x and G 2 are maximal
ordered groups isomorphic to H(Γ) for some totally ordered set Γ. Take an
embedding G0-*HRh ieΓ, where (Rt) is the skeleton of G o . By Lemma 1.3, there
exists an embedding G t ->H(Γ) such that the following diagram (a) commutes. Here
note that the above embedding is an isomorphism because G1 is maximal. Since G o
^GΌ, we can take the isomorphism Gf0-^URu which is the same as the above
embedding G0-+HRim Similarly there exists an isomorphism G 2 ->H(Γ) so that the
following diagram (b) commutes.

(a)

1
Gx

J
>

H(Γ)

Go'

>

(b) I

G2

>

H(Γ)

For the injections^: Ri->Rt = R which are used to determine HΛ,—>H(Γ) in (a)
^R
which are used to determine Hi^-»H(Γ) in (b), there exists an
isomorphism h: R->R such that hj[ =j\. This shows that we may assume^ =ji9 and so
the injection H/?i-->H(Γ) in (a) coincides with the injection Hi^->H(Γ) in (b).
Therefore we can take v2(β).
It is easy to show that α and β are transcendental over L o and/(L 0 ), and they
determine the same cuts of L o a n d / ( L 0 ) respectively. Thus the isomorphism L0(α)
-»/(L0)(/?), sending α to β, is order preserving, and so we have a contradiction.
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Therefore we get G0 = Gl9 and so G0' = G2.
We now proceed to the proof of the statement LO = KV Suppose that LoφKv
Then there exists an element XEK^LQ. It is clear that x is transcendental over L o
is
and Φnx)/Lq
bijective. Let (A, B) be the cut of L 0 corresponding to the ordering of
L0(x)aKί. There is an ordering of/(L0)(j;) which corresponds to the cut (f(A\J[B))
of/(L0) where y is a variable. Then the isomorphism L0(x)->/(L0)(y), sending x to y,
is order preserving (cf. [1], Corollary 1.7). We may assume that yeK2 by Lemma 1.2.
We can extend/to L0(x)->/(L0)(y), a contradiction. Therefore we conclude that L o
= K1 and/(L 0 ) = X 2 .
Q.E.D.
In Theorem 1.4, we showed that there exists an isomorphism Kx -^K2 which is
an extension of the given isomorphism F 1 - > F 2 . However such an extension is
generally not unique; moreover there can be infinitely many extensions. We
consider the case rank one in order to verify these situations.
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let K = R((x))* and v be the canonical valuation of K. Then K is
a maximal ordered field of rank 1 (cf. [2], Proposition 3.3), and moreover v is the
finest valuation of K and the value group of v is R. Let {gj, iel, be a basis of R as a
vector space over Q. For each gh we fix an element ocgeK so that v((xg) = gi and ag.
> 0 . Since K is real closed, O<(ocg)n/m is determined uniquely for any integers m, n
with m > 0 . For a rational number r = n/meQ, we put 0Lrg. = (<xg)nlm and for a real
number seR, we put αs = Π 0 ^ . where s — Y/igh ηeQ. It is clear that v(as) = s, and we
can easily show that there exists an R-isomorphism σ: R(xs; seR)->R(αs; seR), where
σ(xs) = (αs). The map σ is an isomorphism as valued fields. It is clear that K is an
immedaite extension of R(xs; seR) and R(αs; seR) as valued fields. Since K is a
maximal valued field, there exists an isomorphism σ'.K^K which is an extension of
σ (cf. [2], Proposition 3.2).
Now we write 1 =Yjrigb i=l9 >,n9 r f eQ, and we put αfl = x β s i = l , •••,«. For
{
»Λ}, we fix an element α^.eK so that f(αg.) = ^ and α 3 .>0. We have
infinitely many such sets {α^ }, iel. Then the automorphism σ'\ K-+K, determined
by (α^.), iel, fix the element xeK, and so the fixed field of σ' contains R(x). Thus there
exist infinitely many R(x)-automorphisms of K.

§2.

Main theorem

In [1], we studied the theory of cuts of real closed fields under the assumption
that a real closed field is of finite rank. We can get similar results for a real closed
field of any rank.
Let F be a real closed field and let <β(F) = {Ai; ie Δ'(F)} be the set of convex
valuation rings of F, where the totally ordered set Δ '(F) has the initial element 0 (i.e.
Ao = A(F9 Q) and the final element λ (i.e. Aλ = F). Let X be the set of orderings of F(x),
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where F(x) is a simple transcendental extension of F. Let CF be the set of cuts of F.
There exists a canonical bijection gF: X-^CF. We introduce an equivalence relation
~; namely σ~τ in X if (F(x), σ) is F-isomorphic to (F(x), τ) as ordered fields. Then
~ induces an equivalence relation in CF through the bijection gF. Let Xx be the set of
orderings of F(x) such that φF{x)/F is not bijective. For σeX l 9 ψiFix),σ)ιF is not bijective
at some eΔ'(F) and we can define the map N: XJ~->AχF)
by N(σ)=j (cf. [3],
Proposition 1.2). By virtue of [1], Theorem 3.9, N is bijective. We write Xt = {jYp
jeA'(F), where each Y} is an equivalence class of Xx satisfying Yj = N~1(j).
Nowforacut(C,D)eC F ,weputM(C,D): = {xGF; ± x e C o r ±xeD} and M(C,D)
: — M(C, D)\{0}. Let vt be a valuation corresponding to A{ for ieΔ'(F). It can be
shown that the set vlM(C, D))f]v^F\M(C9 D)) consists of at most one element (cf.
[1], Proposition 3.2). For ieΔ'(F)\{λ}9 we put 7J: = {(C, D\ a proper cut of F;
^(MίC, D))n^i(F\M(C, D))=φ and there exists min vlM(C, D)) or max υlF\M(C9
/)))}. We also put W{.= {(C + a, D + α); (C, D)e7], αeF} and denote by Wλ the set of
non-proper cuts of F. (By [1], Proposition 1.4, a non-proper cut of F corresponds to
an ordering of F(x) such that F is not cofinal in F(x).)
PROPOSITION 2.1.
(1)
(2)

For a real closed field F, the following statements hold.

ForanyjeA'(F)9gΛYj)=Wj.
F is a maximal ordered field if and only ifCF={J Wj9 je Δ '(F).

The proof of Proposition 2.1 is similar to [1], Theorem 3.10 and Theorem 3.11,
and so we omit it.
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let K/Fbe an extension of ordered fields. Suppose that K is a
maximal ordered field and for any L, F^LczK, ψL/F is not bijective. Then F is a
maximal ordered field.
PROOF. It is clear that F is real closed. We must show that ψ{F{x)tσ)/F is not
bijective for any σeX (cf. [3], Proposition 2.3). For σeX, we put (A, B) = gF(σ). lϊ(A,
B) is a non-proper cut, F is not cofinal in (F(x), σ). So ψiFix),σ)/F is not bijective at the
final element λFe Δ '(F). We now assume that (A9 B) is a proper cut of F. We consider
the case when A < α < β for some oceK. The element α is transcendental over F and
the F-isomorphism F(x)->F(α), sending x to α, is order preserving (cf. [1], Corollary
1.7, (1)). Since φF((X)/F is not bijective by the assumption, so is ψ(F(X)tσ)/F. Suppose now
that there exists no element cceK such that A < α < B. In this case, we have a cut (Aκ,
Bκ) of K which is a unique extension of (A, B) similarly to the discussion in the proof
of Lemma 1.2. Obviously (AK,BK) is a proper cut of K. The ordering τ of K(x)
corresponding to (AK9 Bκ) is an extension of σ. By Proposition 2.1, (2), (Aκ, Bκ)eWi
for some ίeA'(K)\{λκ}
and so (Aκ — α, Bκ — α)e7] for some aeK. Let L be the
algebraic closure of F(α) in K. Let υt be the valuation with the valuation ring
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At oϊK. We denote by w,- (resp. Bj) the restriction oivt (resp. A^) to L.We put(Cκ, Dκ)
: = (AK- α, Bκ - α) and (CL, DL): = {CKC\U DK()L). It follows from the fact {CKiDκ)e Tt
that Vi(M(CKi DK))C\v^K\M(C^ £>*)) = φ and max ^{/^MίC*, Dκ)) or min i^M (C x ,
Dx)) exists. It is clear that Wj{M(CLi DL))Γ)Wj{i\M(CL, DL)) = 0. Suppose; = λL. Then
Wj is a trivial valuation of L and wJ (L) = {0}. Therefore Wy(M(CL, DL))=φ and
Wj(L\M{CL, DL)) = {0}, or w/M(CL, DJ) = {0} and wμ\M{CL, DL)) = φ. The former
case implies that max CL = 0 or min DL = 0 and the latter case implies that (CL, DL)
= (L, 0) or (0, L). In either case, we have a contradiction, since (CL, DL) is a proper
cut. So we havejeΔXLJXf^}. Next we show (CL, DL)eTj{L). We suppose, for
example, that max Vi(K\M(Cκ, Dκ)) = g and 0eCK. Then there exists ^GD^ such that
v
i(y) = ^> s o w e c a n write y = bκ — oί, bκeBκ. There exists bei? such that b^bκ and we
put z = b - oc. Since zeL, 0 < z ^ y and w/z) = g = max wy(i\M(CL, DL), we have (CL,
Dj)eTj{L). In other cases, we have the same conclusions. We now put (AL, BL):
= (Aκf)L, Bκf)L). Then (AL-a, BL-oc) = (CL, D^eT^L) and so (Au BL)eWj(L). It
follows from Proposition 2.1, (1), ^L(JC)/L is not bijective. In the following diagram
(F(x),σ)

,

F(α,x)

F

>

F(α)

I

I

> I(χ)

I

L

> (X(χ), τ) '

f

>

K

s n o t

ΨF(a,x)/F(Λ) i
bijective since L/F(α) and L(x)/F(α, x) are algebraic extensions (cf.
[2], Proposition 1.2). If FξF(α), then φF{a)/F is not bijective by the assumption. So
il/F{x)/F is not bijective, since the transcendental degree of F(α, x)/F is two (cf. [3],
Proposition 1.2). If F(α) = F, then φF(a,x)iF(a) = ιl/F(x)/F a n d s o ΨFM/F ^S n o t bijective.
Q.E.D.
COROLLARY 2.3. Le/ X/F Z?e an extension of orderedfields.Suppose that K is a
maximal orderedfield.Then there exists an intermediatefieldF\ F c F cz K,
α maximal extension of F.
PROOF. We may assume that ψκ/F is not bijective. Put S = {F; FaF'^K
and
φFr/F is bijective}. It is easy to see that S is an inductive set; therefore there exists a
maximal element F' of S by Zorn's lemma. Note that K/F' satisfies the assumption
of Proposition 2.2, and so F' is a maximal ordered field and is a maximal extension
ofF.
Q.E.D.

The following Theorem 2.4 follows from Theorem 1.4 and Corollary 2.3.
THEOREM 2.4. Let K2/F be an extension of orderedfieldsand Kxbea maximal
extension ofF. Suppose that K2 is a maximal orderedfield.Then there exists an Fembedding K1-+K2.
COROLLARY

2.5. Let σ: F^Lbe an embedding of orderedfields.Let Kx and K2
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be maximal extensions ofF and L respectively. Then there exists an order preserving
embedding KX-*K2 which is an extension of σ.
EXAMPLE 2.6. In [3], Example 1.4, we considered the extension K/F: = Q(*i,
x
X
2, '")/Q( 2> 3»* ) of ordered fields. K/F is a proper extension for which rank K
= rank F but φκ/F is not bijective.
Let L be a maximal ordered field. By the definition, there exists no proper
extension M/L of ordered fields such that φM/L is bijective. However it is possible
that there exists a proper extension M/L of ordered fields such that rank M = rank
L. We give such an example. Let L and M be maximal extensions of F and K
respectively. There exists an F-embedding L-^M by Corollary 2.5. Since ψ M / L is not
bijective, the extension M/L is proper, and it is clear that rank M = rankL
χ

REMARK 2.7. Let B be an ordered field. Then the following statements are
equivalent.
(a) B is a maximal ordered field.
(b) For any ordered field C for which rank B=rank C, there is an order
preserving injection C^B such that φB/c is bijective. The equivalence of (a) and (b) is
clear by [3], Theorem 3.4.
We give an example which shows that the bijectivity oϊφB/c can not be dropped
from the assumptions in (b). Similarly to Example 2.6, let L and M be maximal
extensions of Fand ^respectively. By Corollary 2.5, We can regard L as a subfield
of M. We put B: = L(x1)czM. Then rank B = rank L and Bis not maximal ordered
field since B is not real closed. For any ordered field C for which rank B = rank C,
there is an order preserving injection C^B since L (cz B) is a maximal ordered field.
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